Design & Technology at The Bolsover School
The subject area of Design & Technology is an important part of the Technology Faculty and
wider curriculum offering at The Bolsover School. We are looking for a dynamic and
enthusiastic person to join the Technology Department and, with the Head of Faculty, help
drive the department forward. This vacancy offers a fantastic opportunity for somebody
wanting to take the first or next step in their teaching career, working within a strong
technology team. As part of The Redhill Academy Trust, there is access to a wide range of
CPD opportunities, both subject-related and in a wider teaching and learning context.
The technology team is small, with the Head of Department, one other curriculum specialist
and a HLTA. The technology faculty as a whole has an excellent mix of staff who can offer a
new or established teacher a wealth of experience from which to draw upon. Schemes of
work are established at all key stages, however with the upcoming changes to the
curriculum, it will offer the successful candidate the opportunity to help enhance and build
upon what is currently in place, providing fresh ideas and insight, while contributing to the
development of the technology faculty as a whole. Uptake at GCSE is high and this is taught
across a three-year Key Stage 4. Design & Technology is situated within the Technology
Faculty, with two specialist fully kitted workshops that offer access to interactive a
whiteboard, visualizer, data projectors and a range of other ICT and teaching materials
including laptops. The faculty benefits from a large workroom and again this offers access to
ICT facilities and workspace for lesson preparation and marking. Within the wider
technology faculty there are also two specialist food rooms and a textiles workshop.
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